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This ♥♥♥♥♥ can taste emotions. Already read this in Japanese, so I mostly bought it as support for nekonyan.

It's a Yuzufoft game so the voice, art, chara and ero quality is pretty high by default.

I'm not much of a fan of the random witch setting, but its not jarring and the rest makes up for it.

The translation seems good, but i can see some localization changes here and there. Nothing that would grind on my gears.

It also has the +18 patch hosted on steam as free DLC, and imports the non-steam saves properly which is nice, and i support
these notions fully.. I was initially hesitant about his VN, but I am glad I gave it a try. Sabbat of the Witch is one of the best
VN's I have read to date. The quality is very high, the characters are cute and vibrant, backgrounds are detailed, and the story
has that perfect amount of sci-fi to make it more than your standard slice of life. Even the silent male protagonist has enough
depth to his story to keep him from being your typical loser.

There were many times that I was so glued to my computer screen that I found myself staying up until 3AM on a work night
because I lost track of time. And there were people chopping onions nearby, that's for sure.

I completed all 5 routes and personally liked Meguru's route the best, due to the sweet and likable character she is, and her story
really touched me. But all the other girls' routes are worth the time as well, especially the main heroine's route, Nene.

Despite the seriousness of many of the scenes, there is still plenty of well written humor, my favorite being the moment when
they first caught Tsumugi running away and the hilarious situation that occurred after they fell down.

This game is well worth the price, and I sincerely hope that Yuzu-Soft will release more titles of this caliber very soon.

. This game started my VN addiction. Also, it is non-negotiable that Meguru is best girl.. Super excited to play this first person
shooter!!!

In all seriousness the music is so ♥♥♥♥ing good, and every else about this game.

nice going girl lololol

senpai

Nene best girl btw. I've already played this game in Japanese. And still bought it because -

Nene ❤ Nene Life.
Seriously the best Heroine out of all Yuzusoft games. Like really.. Nene has one of those ending that just leaves you staring at
your keyboard while listening to the credits. I don't know how to feel anymore.. This is my first visual novel that got me curious
about it all. While I can't say I liked them all, this one is probably my favorite. Although silly, it's well written and fun.
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I remember playing this game 3 years ago but still in RAW. What a suprise that Nekonyan decided to license this to english
market. I really love all Yuzusoft stories, and to see a quality english release of this gem really excited me!

It's lighthearted, all the girls are cute, and funny as heck! Worth your buy, mi amigo!. The positives are this game has a nice
protagonist and nice girls to date. Unlike many of these vn's he is not a fool. There is
no\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665or violence or bullying so that is a positive. The only real negative is the mosaic. I
don't support censorship and would not have bought it if I had realized. On a minor note the magic element was a bit silly.
Remember "True Blood" the television show where eventually the normal humans were a minority? I was getting the same
feeling here. And people can steal magic when it is good for the plot but apparently not later when it could avert a disaster? So
without being a spoiler I would say the magic didn't work for me.. The VN is overall a good read. I like most of the heroines. I
don't bother to read a route of the heroine that I dislike though (well not really fully because of her but partly because of...).
Still, it was a nice experience and a good spend.. jpg
谁反对椎叶我就舔爆他的宁宁
入坑作必须得好好补票
--------------------------
不过英翻好像有错误：
爱瑠的在约会实验露出特殊的自称口癖的剧情里，英译完全没有口癖的内容，而是改成了“和玩具动物说话”……

The translation is wrong in some places. Maybe because the cultures are different so that it is hard to find a similar meaning in
English?. Once I started, I couldn't put it down.. Amazing translation from the team. Wish to see more Yuzusoft titles from
them!. My first visual novel that I bought and I have to say this is very worth every money I spend. The only negative part would
be it might be slow on some parts for those who never played visual novels. Other than this, I love everything else about the
game. Btw Ayachi Nene is best girl. 日本バンザイ. Ayachi best girl.

Listed playtime is wrong. I've played it a lot longer than that outside of Steam before I finally picked it up on here.

Probably the biggest disappointment of the game is the main character himself, which is rather unfortunately unsurprising,
because that type of protagonist is pretty common for a Visual Novel.
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